Take the colour personality test
Find the colours that match you
START
I prefer the company
of others; I don’t really
need any ‘me time’

YES

Food at the
Heart

NO

YES

Nesters

I see comfort as
more important than
anything else

NO

YES

The
Entertainers

YES

YES

I put the needs of others
before my own

I truly value the advice
and opinions of those
around me

NO

I work hard and
I play hard!

NO

YES

NO
I like to always say what
I think and lay my cards
on the table

I am a welcoming
person and really enjoy
having guests over

DIY
Supremo

NO

The Leaveme Be’s

I like to impress –
perfection is the
only way

NO

YES
NO

I place a happy home
above a tidy home

Perfection
Maintainers

YES

YES

NO

Story-tellers

Children Seen
& Heard

Love Me, Love
My Home

The
Weekenders

Scroll down to learn
more about your
colour match

COLOUR PROFILES
Food at the
Heart

Nesters
Your colour is Apple Green

Always a packed fridge with food ready for any possible occasion,
a biscuit drawer full to the brim and a fruit bowl overflowing with
options. The kitchen is the centre of your home and is a place for
family meals, friends popping over and memorable moments.

The
Entertainers

Your colours are Cafe Mocha,
Smoke Grey, and Cream

The home of a nester is quite simply a place of extreme comfort.
Relaxation is at the front of your mind when it comes to every single
room. No sofa or bed is free from a throw or cushion. No bath is free
from a scented candle.

DIY
Supremo
Your colour is Poppy Red

Always have the welcome mat out, just in case a friend pops over.
The house is ready for an unplanned guest, you like to think your
place is welcoming in a very informal way. Mind you, if the Queen
did stop by, you’d be ready with a cuppa and comfy chair.

The Leave-me
Be’s

Your colours are Purple Fizz
and Chocolate

If you are a ‘Leave Me Be’ then chances are you’re quite content
in your own company. You don’t need people popping over
unannounced, you just want a home that feels homely for you.
Is there a giant comfy seat in your house that has your name written
all over it? Could you name any of your neighbours? No? Well why
would you, no-one needs endless small talk in their lives...

The
Weekenders

Your colours are Funky Fuchsia
and Lagoon

A happy house is top of the list but The Weekenders just don’t get
to spend enough quality time there during the week. Long hours
and night-shifts mean that, when it comes to enjoying personal
space, the weekend is a winner. Comfy and relaxing during the day,
impressive entertaining spaces at night.

Children Seen
& Heard

Your colours are Tutti Frutti
Green and Jellybean Blue

A family home where kids reign supreme. Front room a giant toy
box? Fridge door a gallery of ‘school art projects gone by’? Upstairs
landing guarded by the latest action figure? This is your perfect
environment, with special care taken to make it comfortable for
all the family with play at the top of the list.

Your colour is Jet Black
There is nothing better in your eyes than having a sense of pride
in your surroundings. No task is too big or ambitious; the home is
a giant canvas for your creativity and DIY abilities. It may be tricky
at the start, you may even get a little frustrated, but you’ll always
find a way (maybe even getting a little secret help from a
passing tradesman).

Story-tellers

Your colours are Marina Blue
and Ocean Blue

Always one to get the family album out when guests are over, your
house is filled with souvenirs of past trips and holidays, drawings
and pottery that the kids did at school and photo-frames that tell a
thousand tales. With surfaces adorned with trinkets and accessories
so that, when one of your guests walks through that door, they’ll
never be short of things to gaze at.

Perfection
Maintainers
Your colour is Super White
Everything has its place and your home is a showroom. Guests are
always welcome, the more the merrier, but leave your shoes at the
door and make sure you use a coaster. Children and grown-ups
beware of the cream carpet!

Love Me,
Love My
Home

Your colour is Bubblegum Pink

What do you want from a home? You want to hear what everyone
else thinks, don’t you? Guests are always welcome and urged to give
comment on just how clean it is, how comfy the sofa is, how beautiful
the table looks...

